
                                       

COSMOLOGY OF CHRIST’S LIFESPAN II 
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ANASTRONOMICAL LIFESPAN 
Another point of interest is that based on the Precession of the Equinox scale found in the Mazzaroth, the birth and death of Messiah was 
pegged to a 33°angle taken from the cardinal points of the Zodiac circle of time. Christ’s birth confirms a Fall birth, Rosh HaShana mirrors His 
death in Spring during Passover. This pattern would coincide with the cycles of ‘life and death’ astronomically but in reverse order as the Fall 
signifies the descent of life into the dead of winter but that is the time Messiah was born. Likewise the Spring is a station of the beginning of ‘life’ 
to that goes into the summer but it was the time that Christ die. 

STAR OF DAVID ALIGNMENT 
Another point of interest is that based on the research of 
John Charles Webb, a hexagram planetary alignment occurred during this time that 
presumes a commemoration of the Baptism of Christ just before a Passover and 
just before His 30th birthday. This time initiates the 3.5 year-long public ministry of 
Jesus as Messiah that leads to the Cross of Calvary. The unique planetary 
alignment is the 2nd that appears to ‘bracket’ the lifespan of Jesus Christ. 
The first such configuration occurred in March 2,-5 BC, from the purported date of 
Christ’s birth in September 11,-3 BC. 
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FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY 

SOLAR & LUNAR ECLIPSE PATTERNS IN RELATION TO THE PROPORTION OF THE DIVINE BODY & TEMPLE 

The Phi Temple  
The Temple, as a model of a man’s body 
has the φ Golden Ratio proportions:  
 

1) Holy of Holies = the Head 
2) Holies = the Mid-Frame 
3) Inner Court = the Legs 
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Solomon’s Temple 
with superimposed  
Anthropomorphic Man 
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The intent of this illustration is to present evidence to suggest that the measure of all things created is indeed Christ Jesus as the Bible proclaims. He is the measure of Man, the Earth, the Solar System, the Galaxy, and the Universe; all that is seen and unseen. The Bible states that He, Jesus Christ is the Creator, GOD the Son who made all things by Him and for Him, 
invisible and visible. Thus this illustration suggests that even Christ’s Lifespan is proportioned to that of the Divine Man proportions in phi ratio relationship to key events during Jesus’ lifespan on Earth. As it pertains to Jesus’ lifespan, it is not just some random time lived out to an arbitrary age or martyrdom. It is a facsimile or copy of the divine blueprint of YHVH’s ’FORM’ 

in Heaven that is proportioned to the Human Form, that of a Body. Or one should say the divine ‘GOD’ Body of which the Human Form or Body is patterned after. It is none other than that which is patterned after Christ, the truly divine visible portion of the GOD-Head that put on flesh and blood, ‘and the LOGOS became flesh’. It was because of Christ’s incarnation and 
bodily resurrection as the First Fruits of His kind, that He is the only human in true human proportions as a man that is in Heaven currently in the flesh, in a Glorified Body. Jesus promised His Followers that they too will likewise have a Glorified Body at the point of the Resurrection and Rapture of His Bride, the True Church. This study suggests that such proportions are a 
reflection of YHVH’s Glory that is also seen of Earth, the human body itself, the layout of Jerusalem with the pattern to its gates, the Tabernacle, the Temple Mount, the Temple, and His Bride etc. Based on these amazing correspondences of measurement and proportion, it appears that such models presented in this study are but a true reflection of the Divine Form found 

in Jesus Christ lifespan approximates the proportion to His Body. Moreover there exists an accompanying mystery that is related to His Church that is being built as Eve was to Adam to compliment this Body. It is a mystery as is His hypostatic union that combines the true essence of GOD and Man in one Body. The Bible refers to His Bride that He is currently nearing 
completion as His ‘Body’ composed of individual ‘Living Stones’, which are fellow Believers in Jesus. This model of the Divine Proportions of Christ’s Body can also be correlated to the history and stages of the Church Age. 

The Stone of Judgment 
The depiction of the Divine Form of 
Christ is the celestial pattern that is 
reminiscent of the Statue that is    
associated wit h a ’Stone’ of Judgment 
that correlates to the end of the lifespan. 
This was the pattern given to King 
Nebuchadnezzar. The 4 world empires 
would culminate in a ’Stone’ coming 
from Heaven to judge the world. In 
similar fashion, at the end of Jesus 
Christ’s lifespan the judgment of YHVH 
fell upon Christ at the Cross of Calvary 
which is fashioned as a skull of stone. 

 

THE BODY WHICH IS HIS CHURCH 
The Bible states that the Church is ‘His Body’ in that all the true Followers of Christ Jesus collectively 
throughout the Church Age have been specifically privileged to be part of this mysterious ‘Body’ of 
Christ that is about to be Resurrected and Raptured to meet the Groom in the air. At that point, the 
individual physical bodies of Believers are to be metamorphosized into eternal bodies of light, pure 
indestructible energy that are able to inhabit Eternity and enter the Portals of Glory where Jesus has 
summonsed her from. Jesus will meet her half-way to usher Her back into the Father’s House until the 
indignation and wrath passes on the Earth thereafter. 

The timeline of the last 3.5 years of Jesus Christ’s life will 
present an alternative view of the timing of the historical  
sequence leading up to the crucifixion. The crucifixion is  
presented in this study that corresponds to a total lunar 
eclipse or Blood Moon on Passover. No other eclipse, either 
solar or lunar that is total occurs on a Passover except the 
one on April 14, 32 AD. The Lifespan timeline will also  
challenge the traditional understanding of how old Jesus  
was when crucified. 
 
A Friday crucifixion has contributed to a misunderstanding  
of when Jesus actually was crucified, buried and risen. The 
timeline stipulates that the crucifixion was on a Wednesday, 
making the resurrection on the weekly Sabbath afternoon. 
The days are believed to be complete 12 hour day to night 
counts. Romans 6v4 does state that, as Christ was  
resurrected, in like manner those in Christ would in the  
same manner be Resurrected; perhaps same hour. 


